COLETAC SUPPRESSOR COVER
Suppressor Cover Withstands The Heat Of
Sustained

Fire

The

newest

cover

from

Cole-TAC, the High Temperature Python (HTP).
The outer shell is rated to 980°C and the inner
tube is 1650°C. This cover will not slip or shift
around on your can. Don’t get burned again.

Suppressor Cover Withstands The Heat Of Sustained Fire
When shooting at long ranges, every little detail becomes critical. The further out you go, the more those
details can make or break your shot. Ensuring you have a clear sight picture can be one of the most
important. If you cannot see your target, you cannot shoot it. As you begin to shoot, your suppressor
gathers a lot of heat. This heat begins to rise off of the suppressor and creates a mirage. This mirage can
obstruct your view making it almost impossible to see the target. Our HTP Suppressor Cover is made to
mitigate that mirage coming off of the suppressor.
Another great use is on rapid fire guns and you transition from rifle to pistol. If you have done it enough,
you probably have a scar on your leg where the can fell. Don’t let it burn you again. Cover that can up.
Only from Cole-TAC can you get the leading suppressor cover retention system. Using our unique BOA
locking straps, you cover is secured to your suppressor ensuring it stays in place while shooting. Other
covers out there loosen up over time and begin to slide off. When you are on target, the last thing you need
is to look up at your cover. We have done extensive testing and found that the BOA system keeps the cover
in place round after round. Other great benefits of the BOA straps include allowing f...
Read more at www.cluster.lv
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